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The important features of proton identification that should be tuned in MC can be learned
from training on cosmic-induced data. For single protons, this would be achieved by generating a
data-base of pointers to proton tracks. Using Gradient-Boosted Decision Trees, a sample of 4874
such proton candidates have been classified. Most of these tracks appear in manual scan to well
describe protons. However, the sample also includes short tracks which seem to be fragmented from
longer muon tracks, and kinked tracks that are most probably associated with pions. In order to
eliminate such bad candidates from this sample, we characterize unacceptable tracks. We formulate
a quantitative algorithm to exclude them from the sample, and generate a data base of Region-Of-
Interest (ROI) for the selected golden proton tracks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tuning the simulation for proton tracks identification
will be based on obtaining out-of-beam data samples.
These samples, together with Deep Learning, will teach
us the important features that do not match between
data and MC. The Deep Learning will be trained on
cosmic (off beam) data and then asked to rank the MC
according to how well this matches. This process will
enable us to study what is important to tune in the sim-
ulation.

The optimal data sets for such application are
external-BNB (extBNB) triggered events. Due to their
offset from the beam, tracks in extBNB are induced by
cosmic rays. Thus, one needs only to go over all recon-
structed tracks that were classified as neutrino induced
tracks in the extBNB data, and choose golden proton
ones.
ν-induced particle tracks are reconstructed using pan-

doraNu [1]. After all hits are reconstructed in LArSoft,
the pandoraCosmic algorithm is used to reconstruct cos-
mic tracks and remove them from the hit collection.
Then, the pandoraNu algorithm is used to reconstruct
neutrino induced tracks from the remaining set of hits.

For classification of proton tracks, Gradient-Boosted
Decision Trees (GBDT) have been applied on extBNB
data by K. Woodruff [2]. This note discusses the pu-
rification of the classified sample of proton-tracks to be
used for Deep-learning training as follows. Section II ex-
emplifies problems with several classified candidates en-
countered during manual scan. Section III discusses the
refinement of this sample using post-analysis and quanti-
tative criteria. Lastly, section IV introduces a data base
of the selected tracks, and lays out the future plans.

II. GBDT PROTON CANDIDATES

The GBDT proton tracks classification, applied on
extBNB runs 5121-6356 (data acquired during Feb-May
2016), included 4 decision trees which yield 4 classifica-
tion scores, representing the incompatibility of a track
with cosmic, π−, µ−, and e/γ. Choosing a 5% compati-
bility of the track to each of the 4 classifiers, the GBDT
resulted in filtering out 4874 proton-classified tracks.

The events containing the classified tracks were ex-
tracted individually form the data, merged together into

a single LArSoft file, and then converted into a compact
LarLite format.

Using LarLite event display [3], a manual scan of the
GBDT classified tracks was performed. This scan re-
assured several single-proton tracks of intermediate mo-
menta (see fig. 1), and also indicated that the pando-
raNu reconstruction - GBDT classification path exhibits
shortcomings, including:

1. Fragmentation of long tracks, with some of the
fragments mis-classified as p-tracks (see figs. 2
and 3).

2. Tracks which are followed by an un-reconstructed
kink, corresponding to a π− →µ− decay (see fig. 4).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of GBDT candidates
track lengths, as well as corresponding momenta of the
protons calculated based on NIST tables for stopping
proton ranges in LAr [4].

III. NARROWING THE SAMPLE USING
SELECTION CRITERIA

A. excluding tracks coming from long tracks
fragmentation

In case a fragmented long track yields a misclassified
proton track which passes the GBDT classification, more
tracks are likely to be clustered close to it, predominantly
aligned in the same direction (see figs. 2 and 3). In order
to look for such cases and eliminate them, we consider all
reconstructed tracks in the vicinity of our classified can-
didates, and denote a neighboring track if the distance
of its vertex from the GBDT candidate vertex is smaller
than 5 cm. Figure 6 shows the multiplicity neighboring
tracks for the GBDT candidates. Figure 7 shows the dis-
tribution of angles between the GBDT candidates and
those neighboring tracks. The following GBDT candi-
dates were discriminated from the sample:

1. Candidates which have at least one neighboring
track with respective angle less then 100 (or larger
than 1700).

2. Candidates with more than 2 neighboring tracks.
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FIG. 1: Examples of good proton track candidates as wire information from the collection plane, reconstructed using pandoraNu
algorithm and classified using GBDT (see text).

FIG. 2: An example of bad proton track candidate (the middle, shortest track), arising from fragmentation of long tracks, in
close-up (left) and wide-range perspectives (right).

B. excluding kinky (pions) tracks

An un-reconstructed kink associated with a problem-
atic GBDT candidate is characterized by a few cm long
wiggled trail of energy deposition near the end of the
track, which was not clustered together with the track
hit points in the reconstruction stage (see fig. 4). Find-
ing such wiggles is not easy, as they are not directed in
any a-priori preferred direction. These wiggles appear as
an excess in ADC signal in the vicinity of the track end
point, and so they can be found by summing the ADC
in the vicinity of the track edges.

However, there could be cases in which an actual pro-
ton track was not fully clustered and reconstructed, for
example due to bad wires in the middle of the track. In
such cases, an excess in ADC signal in the vicinity of
the track end point will also appear, but its trail in the
wire-time tick plane will continue in same direction of
the track.

To find kinked tracks, the ADC signal in the vicinity
of each track was summed in two ways, the first along
the direction of the track, and the second summation in-

cluded the entire area. For each track end, we formulate
the ratio of the two ADC sums,

R =
Avg. ADC in the direction of the candidate p-track

Avg. ADC in the area
,

representing the kinkiness of the edge of the track.

For cases in which the actual proton track was not fully
reconstructed, R is expected to be near the unity. For
kinked pions tracks misclassified as proton, we expect R
to be small.

Figure 8 shows the correlation between R and the ac-
cumulated ADC signal near of the end point of the track,
for tracks ending at different types of ROI box corners.
As can be seen, in most events R ∼ 1. Cases in which
the accumulated ADC signal around the track end-point
was greater than a 100 channels and R < 0.2, were as-
sociated with kinked tracks predominantly belonging to
π→µ decays, and so were excluded from the sample.
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FIG. 3: A fragmented muon track mis-reconstructed and consequently mis-classified as a short proton track.

FIG. 4: Two examples of tracks which are followed by an un-reconstructed kink corresponding with a π− decay into µ−.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PLANS

Using GBDT classification and LarLite analysis tools,
a sample of out-of-beam proton tracks was classified and
refined for Deep-learning training on data. The selection
criteria narrowed the sample by about 10%.

Consequently, a dedicated data base contain-
ing all selected proton track was generated at
/uboone/data/users/ecohen/BDTprotonCandidates/
selected_GBDTcandidates_score_95.csv, available
from all uboone gpvm servers. The data base is built
as a CSV file, and includes a ROI box in the collection
plane centered around each proton track. The format
includes run, subrun, event number, track id, start
wire, start time tick, end wire and end time tick.
The ROI boxes are ordered so that the starting wire is
always smaller than the ending one, and similarly for
time ticks.

It is worth noting that the actual time ticks and wire
numbers associated with a track aren’t saved in analysis

tree, which is used as the original input for the GBDT
algorithm. The time ticks given in the data base are
an estimate, based on the reconstructed spatial position,
and hence may be distorted by electrons drift speed vari-
ations due to space charge effects.

In the future we plan to address the following issues:

1. Relax the post-analysis cuts on neighboring tracks
multiplicity to refrain from disqualifying large mul-
tiplicities arising from actual physics, and refine
the kinked tracks discrimination algorithm. The
quantitative criteria for tracks selection need to be
studied and the possibility of incorporating them
into the GBDT classification algorithms should be
considered.

2. Optimize the ROI boxes geometry fed into the
Deep-learning.

3. Distribute an interfaced LarSoft-LarLite software
package that will provide the unexperienced user

/uboone/data/users/ecohen/BDTprotonCandidates/selected_GBDTcandidates_score_95.csv
/uboone/data/users/ecohen/BDTprotonCandidates/selected_GBDTcandidates_score_95.csv
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FIG. 5: The distribution of GBDT candidates track lengths (top), as well as corresponding momenta of the protons (bottom).

with simple tools for proton track classification,
subsequent data filtering, conversion to compact
LarLite-format file and post-analysis for golden-

track selection.

[1] J.S. Marshall et al., (docdb 5719), 2016.
[2] K. Woodruff, (docdb 5884-v2), 2016.
[3] K. Terao, (docdb 3183-v18), 2014.

[4] http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Star/ap_table.pl

http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/Star/ap_table.pl
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FIG. 6: The multiplicity of pandoraNu reconstructed tracks which vertex is closer than 5 cm to the vertex of the GBDT
candidates.
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FIG. 7: The distribution of angles between the GBDT candidates and neighboring tracks (closer than 5 cm).
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FIG. 8: The ratios of average ADC in the direction of the track to the average ADC, in the vicinity of the GBDT candidate
tracks end-points (see text for details). On the top-left corner - tracks which ended at the top left corner of the ROI box in
the wire-time tick collection plane, and similarly on the other corners.
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